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Anunta deploys ADaaS at Bajaj Electricals to
create a pro-active, end-user focused IT delivery
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Situation Analysis

Bajaj Electricals Limited (BEL) has six strategic business units spread across 19 branch offices in different parts 
of the country making it an interesting challenge from an IT infrastructure management standpoint. This 
coupled with geographic spread of the company,a centralized IT department, changing pace of technology 
with respect to desktops, end user computing devices, security policy implementation, standardisation of 
operating systems and, backing up of end point devices were some of the many challenges the company was 
facing.

When BEL engaged with Anunta, application availability stood at 90%. Apart from end point device              
challenges, IT teams were also dealing with network issues, server errors, bugs and misconfigurations to 
hard-disk failure, worm/virus attacks, or general issues like difficulty logging into systems due to weekend 
maintenance and IT teams were recording incident ratios of 1.2 -2 per user/month.

The result was:

Low end-user satisfaction 
Low ROI in spite the fact that the company spent large amounts of money on application delivery per user, 
per month.
Data leakages
Desktop crashes causing data loss to end users
Frequent end-user downtime from server or network infrastructure

The Anunta Solution

While these challenges are fairly commonplace in organizations with traditional IT infrastructure, the solution 
that Anunta applied its proprietary Application Delivery as a Service (ADaaS) framework. Unlike most             
solutions that begin at the datacenter level, ADaaS begins at the end-user level and reverse engineers the 
solution to provide one that is measurable and enforceable from an end-user SLA standpoint. This is evident 
across the various stages of designing and implementing the solution.

•
•

•
•
•
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Stage 1: End-User profiling

End-user profiling was done at multiple levels determine user application usage, user customization needs, 
types of applications that need to be delivered and most importantly the productivity needed from each 
group of users.

Stage 2: Designing the application delivery architecture

Once extensive user profiling and enterprise user productivity was determined, Anunta sized data center 
requirements, application architecture dependencies, compliance and security, management tools etc. This 
was complimented with collecting data on what the business needs its technology to help it achieve; such as 
reducing application downtime, crunch ramp-up timelines, high availability and most of all ROI. At the end of 
this study a detailed discovery docket was published.

The design ensured that a one size fits all approach was eschewed. So application delivery architecture took 
into account type of access and the amount of storage different groups of users required, systems are 
designed in such a way that task users get a right-sized CPU and high-end users get a fair share of the          
computing without comprising the application performance. Users who travel are provided options with 
secure gateway seamless access to their office system and a few senior management members have          
dedicated hosted virtual desktops to allow individuality to their environment. The result was the right size 
technology was delivered to them allowing for significant cost reductions.

The most critical aspect of Anunta’s application delivery architecture is designing to facilitate proactive   
monitoring which is embedded at the solution design level to focus on the end-user. Anunta put in place a      
7 level, intelligent probe monitoring system that identifies how the application is behaving at the end-user 
terminal and generates alerts for any aberrations.

Further, applications were categorized by importance to end-users as well. For example the Oracle E Business 
Suite ERP, Oracle Siebel CRM and JD Edwards application is given only to certain set of critical users with a 
high level of priority allotted the application. As a result, a complex SLA framework based on end-user 
segmentation and the varied levels of application criticality was put in place.
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The application delivery architecture in this case included:

A Hosted  Shared Desktop environment configured on a cluster of high density, high availability physical 
servers 
A high availability precision storage area network that handles the user data Disk IO’s connected using 
fibre channel switches with Fibre backbone 
A clearly segmented network to handle data, storage and voice with clear demarcation 
User end points that are hardened and standardized,  preconfigured thin clients with required client 
software were shipped to all work ae employees 
Hosted shared Desktops configured with all production applications 
Hosted Desktops configured tightly  with “ Group Policy “ settings inheriting the policy from the Microsoft 
Active Directory
Application delivery infrastructure developed to deliver “ High Quality “ user environment using a “state 
of the art” display protocol with tweaking done on the user experience

Stage 3: Managing the environment to deliver promised SLAs

Anunta’s IT operation is tightly linked to the design of the solution. So with user needs defined, capacities and 
applications allotted, the operational backbone to manage the IT chain was put in place. As a result, a core 
support team containing an end-user experience management team and a service assurance & customer 
experience management team was put in place. 

Tangible results:

End-User Satisfaction:

In a survey of end-users conducted post implementation, 99% of users said that their productivity had 
increased while 100% were satisfied with their end-user computing. 
Month on month incident trend came down to between 0.2 – 0.3 as compared to 1 – 1.2 prior to imple-
mentation.

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
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Increased IT effectiveness:

70% of the issues are predicted and prevented before 
impacting the end-user
Cost of application delivery per user per month was 
lowered by 15% 
Employee productivity increased with over 99%  
application availability

In conclusion

Bajaj Electricals moved from a single user profile to multi –user profile with a customised application delivery 
architecture that enabled meeting of productivity goals, end-user satisfaction and ease of IT management 
with a high ROI was ensured.

Anunta’s solution has allowed the Bajaj IT team to move from being a reactive fire fighting group to one that 
is focused on innovation and enhancing IT values to cater to business needs. 

•

•

•

“Since bringing Anunta on board, our     
end-user experience has greatly improved. 
The Anunta team’s speed of response, 
proactive management approach and 
depth of technical knowledge has given us 
the confidence to fast track our project and 
explore how we can expand our                 
partnership” said Pratap Gharge, President 
and  CIO, Bajaj Electricals Ltd.
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